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SOME GREAT EVENTS ARE GOING ON IN 2016, SO BE WATCHING
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groups/213004217599/ this has almost all the upcoming events and some great conversation.
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WORDS FROM THE PRESIDENT
David Bufford, Bluegrassbimmers President

Happy Fall, Bimmer friends!
It is hard to believe that fall is already here. I
just wrapped up my track season at SPEEDtember last month, and am looking forward
to next season all ready!
Even if you are not a track junkie, we have
a number of other events coming up soon.
The Maker’s Mark distillery tour will be in late
October, and then we are partnering with the
River City Bimmers chapter in Tennessee for
the Tail of the Dragon. I went on this drive
last fall and it was perfect. I strongly recommend going, especially if you have never
driven the Tail.
With the change in seasons can also bring a
change in leadership for the club. Our club
is run by volunteers. If you have any interest in assisting, we can always utilize more
help. Whether that is running for a position
on the Board, or just helping to organize and
promote a social or drive, we can always use
the help.
So with that in mind, I challenge you to
consider taking the on-line training course to
be a Street Survival instructor. If instructing
is not your thing, come to a Street Survival
school to volunteer! You will have a great
time and you will be helping keep teenagers
alive. You might be tired at the end of the
day, but you will feel good about it.
Thanks,

David Bufford

Chapter President
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Something Old, New & Learned,

Vintage 2016
Any interest or passion will have a few core
similarities—reward of a project completed,
learning a new skill, finding joy or an escape
from the daily grind, or maintaining a balance
between what is now an exponential rate of
change--both at work and home, as we grapple with technology’s continual evolution.
Yet, I want to highlight some ‘vintage-specific’
points—some constant, some learned over
time—as part of my BMW interest. (Somehow,
the word ‘hobby’ just doesn’t fit the bill.)
The annual vintage BMW event, led by Scott
Sturdy of Asheville, NC now for the past 13
years, not only became a staple of my BMW
endeavors, but quickly became something

(say, an e34) across the mountains, it’s comforting to see the amount of toolkits, parts
and number of individuals eager to help. The
price seemed to be right too—namely in the
form of metal or glass containers filled with
NC’s latest craft ales, or whatever you could
haul in the cooler beside all the parts you
wanted to swap.

by: Andrew Holley

much bigger. We’ll refer to this event as
‘Vintage’, as those of you who’ve been
involved know about the evolution of its
name and locations from prior dates in the
Winston-Salem area.

Place & Subject

There’s something about the front end of
an 02 or e24, poised on the cobblestones
of Old Salem, that mate so well with this
preserved village’s Bavarian history, structures,
foods, music and landscape. I’m always
intrigued with how culture or influence
seems to translate into automotive design or
style. Only one year was I blessed with the
sounds of the town’s brass band during that

Saturday’s main show, which filled the air with
noble and strong, yet smooth, controlled
phrases from 18th century German composition.
The analogy isn’t too far away, is it?

But other adjustments, repairs, or worse—
breakdowns—do occur outside the confines
of Vintage. And with travel routes crossing
either the Blue Ridge or Appalachian mountains, one’s level of risk tolerance does come
into play. In Jason Robilliard’s “Never Wipe
Your Ass with a Squirrel” about trail running,
he talks about the exhilaration (for some people) due to the risk of serious injury or death.
For vintage car trekking, it’s a different type
of risk—specifically for extended trips across
mountain ranges with newer, faster machines
around us. But the exhilaration is still the
same for the potential of breakdown…just in

The Journey & Risk Tolerance

This element applies to other vintage
automobile events outside of the Bimmer
marque, but after seeing firsthand Vintage
attendees’ willingness to tackle breakdowns,
it’s nothing short of energizing, as well as
entertaining. My first witness of such an act of
kindness-mixed-with-let-me-show-you-whatI-can-do, was more standard carburetor adjustments that took a car from a smoky, rough
idle to what seemed to be normal operation

the form of ‘now what do I do?’ or ‘did I pack
the right tools?’.

Where Y’all From?

(sounded good to me). The 2nd happened
the same evening in the same parking lot,
where a more well-known documented
head gasket replacement was done is some
ridiculously short period of time… 2 hours
or so seems to ring a bell. These acts took
the pre-event Hawthorne Inn parking lot’s
already-organic party atmosphere to a new
level. After driving even a modern classic car

While I have stumbled into a few Kentuckians, Hoosiers or other neighboring state
Bimmer owners, it seems as if our neck of
the woods is not exactly well represented at
Vintage. Is it the mountain ranges that form
not only a physical divide from us, but even a
perspective of ‘why would I go over there?’.
I’m not sure, but people, they are mountains!
Yeah, OK, there are also speed limits along
with the curves, elevation changes, and
camber trickery, but I’ll take that over straight
interstate any day. And, it’s on the way to
witness a collection that rivals Monterey,

yet with a more interesting attitude. Vintage
takes all. Bring us your poorly funded, your
wretched, your unfinished projects, your
rusted, your Frankenstein swap, and your
semi-garage queen. My first year to attend,
I felt almost like a traitor to our chapter…
strangely because I must have been the only
one there. This eerie feeling eventually led to
the thought of ‘where the heck are my local
Bimmertonians today?’
Back to numbers; compare the population
and median income of Kentucky to most
coastal states… and the differential becomes
fairly obvious. Although, Sharkfest rolls into
Memphis… go figure. I’ll guess it has to do
with interest and persistence. Build it and
they’ll come.
This year, as you may have read in the
September issue of Roundel, Sturdy made
the bold move of, well, moving. Trust that
this was frowned upon early on by veteran
Vintagers of Old Salem or the former Westbend Vineyards location outside of Winston
Salem—me included. WTFanbelt? How dare
he toy with the fragile vibe of the Hawthorne
Inn’s 80’s style conference hotel parking lot,
with a couple of shade trees for guitar pickin
or folding chairs supporting drunken older
women who proudly—way proudly—own

Alpina B10 Turbos. No, Scott—it will be a
mistake (famous last words).

The Switch to Hot Springs, NC…
and Lessons Learned

So, it happened. To cut to the chase, Scott
made a personal move to Asheville from
Winston Salem, and felt it was time for a
shift of the Vintage home as well. The main
event (always Saturday) occurs in Hot Springs

Resort, about 25 miles north of Asheville in
a beautiful, lost-in-time, small, small town
including a modest resort setting of the
natural hot springs right there by the show
lawn. Yet, the vibe mentioned earlier regarding
the parking lot shenanigans and mechanical
feats, now take place at the Clarion Inn
Airport Hotel closer to Asheville (not quite
the same, but we’ll give it time). There are
really too many attendees and cars to stay

close to each other in Hot Springs. That resort
lawn, however, is a perfect match for nearly
500 BMW vintage examples, caretakers,
and friends.
I turned 50 this year. But I don’t feel vintage-yet. And I’m learning to let go. Let go of
preconceptions, worries I can’t control, or
changes I don’t think I like. I’m learning to
recognize when things, or people, need to
move on, set up shop in a new place, or open

its arms to newbies who’ve only heard about
the good times of ‘back when’.
Much has changed for me in my 10 active
years of BMW ownership and enthusiasm.
Things like preference of chassis or models,
what drew me to them then, yet what may
be different attractors now. Two years ago I
reached a personal milestone of appreciating
suspension over horsepower. My preferences in color is changing, along with design

or function over certain comforts, and utility
or robustness as a higher priority now with
my small stable and buying decisions. My
BMW endeavor is, I realize, as dynamic as
life events or life lessons and the way we are
shaped by them.
This May in Hot Springs, I probably missed
out on really seeing (taking each example in)
more cars there than in any of my combined
7 Vintage events. When it first dawned on
me, it stung a bit, but it’s OK.
While it’s been written many
times…”it’s not the cars,
it’s the people”, for me, it is
something a bit different. It’s
an energy, the atmosphere,
what was going on that year
with my friends or family,
or new lessons I learned on
that trip.
In a recent interview with
Rob Siegel, Scott Sturdy
humbly said “I’m an artist.
I think of the Vintage as a
piece of art”. Siegel followed
that up with ‘…all this time
we thought we were bringing cars, we were actually
supplying the palette. Cars
as brush strokes: brilliant.’

Tales from a Shadetree:

Here I am, two oil coolers and all, no front
bumper, driving down the street at about
one in the morning. Trying to get the
engine to heat up so the oil thermostat
will open and fill the cooler. I really didn't
know what would happen. Would I notice
a difference? Would it stay on the car
as I drove down the street? Would I be
arrested?

by: David Bufford

I specifically searched for
my e90 for a number of
months. No iDrive, manual,
not black leather, LCI MSport package with Le Mans
Blue paint… But most of
all, it had to have the N54
engine. Some people say the N54 has
a bad wrap. Maybe because the high
pressure fuel pump, or the injectors, or
the turbos, or any other number of things
that might fail at any moment. But man
oh man, can they crank out some power
when they work!

But here's the problem, the N54 was
designed to run hot for greater efficiency.
But once you crank up the power, and
especially if you then take it on the track
for extended periods, it can get really hot.
Once your oil starts to get hotter than 170
degrees, the computer starts to pull all
that power back. Until you go into limp
mode and have hardly any power at all!

the stock oil thermostat. That was at least
a start. But I still had to contend with the
stock thermostat that was calibrated to
maintain the oil at 250 degrees.

I made it back home fine and added
some more oil to top off. The additional
cooler and lines added about 1.5 quarts
to the cars oil capacity. Driving around
town, I didn't really notice much of a
difference. The new thermostat keeps
the oil at around 210 degrees, which is
a huge improvement. But the real test
would be on the track. Would the engine
survive? Would I continue to spend my
weekends in limp mode?

So this was my issue. I had cranked up
the power, but was going into limp mode
on the track. The common fix is to buy
a $1,000+ aftermarket oil cooler that

I found a thermostat for the N54 that
opens at a much more reasonable 185.
So that fixed one problem, but I still had
to contend with creating my own oil
cooler setup.

So mine has the typical bolt-on performance modifications and software tune
that gets the car close to 400 hp and ft-lbs
at the wheels. Which is a lot.

replaces the stock oil cooler. But I wasn't
having any of that. So I set out to build
my own.
I had a couple issues with
the range of aftermarket oil
coolers. First of all was the
price. Holy cow. Second,
I have an oil cooler with
thermostat and ducting all
everything. From the factory.
It works. Well, most of the
time.
Here was my plan- keep
the stock oil cooler, add
another. Why? Why not?
The problem was that I
wasn't finding a lot of similar
setups. But then I found a
guy that welded some AN
fittings onto unused caps on

Without being constrained by the equipment included in aftermarket kits, I was
able to find the best oil cooler available. I went with a Setrab oil cooler, and
researched the full line to see what size I
could get to fit. I found the biggest one
that would fit, a 625. I know what you're
thinking, and I've heard it before. "Oh,
that's so big, where are you going to
put it?" Well, the only place it could go,
behind the driver's side fog light.
The real magic happened when I discovered that those two caps on top of
the stock thermostat are a standard M20
thread. So I found an adaptor that goes
from M20 to -10AN. I ordered a bunch of
AN fittings and a couple feet of stainless
AN line and figured I was all set. I did a
couple dry runs to see if everything would
fit, which is when I discovered the M20
adaptors I got hit the bottom side of the
hood. So that wasn't going to work.
Man, I had come this far along and was
stuck? No way. I discovered Mishimoto,
and I guess just Mishimoto, makes a M20
to -10AN banjo bolt fitting! This fitting
was about a quarter inch shorter than the
other adaptor I had bought and finally

cleared the hood. Mostly. I used some
playdoh to test. One side of the banjo
bolt glanced the support bar on the
underside of the hood. A quick bit of persuasion with a hammer and punch fixed
that issue with minimal carnage.
Could this really be happening?!? Yes!
One Friday night I decide to pull off my
bumper to see how the cooler would fit.
Well, I decide to go ahead and put the
whole thing together now that I have the
bumper off. A few quick hours later, I
have two oil coolers.

Well, I can tell you that it worked. Limp
mode from oil temps have been banished. Depending on the weather conditions, I see 255-260 on track now. That is
still hot, but that is essentially the standard operating temps for the N54. So I
am happy with that.
But all is not puppy dogs and candy
canes because boy oh boy, did I open a
can of worms. But you'll have to wait for
the next newsletter to hear about that.

Street Survival- The most important activity in
which our club participates.

The Bluegrass Bimmers holds numerous
activities every year- Driving Tours, Social
Events, High Performance Driving Schools
and other events. But of all of the activities
we have, the most important activity is our
Tire Rack Street Survival Schools for Teen
Drivers. We usually hold 2 Schools per
year in Louisville and have members who
instruct and assist in schools outside of

be killed in a crash than an adult
• Teens are 400 percent more likely to
die in a car crash than 25-34 year-old
drivers
• 113 teenage drivers each week in the
U.S. are involved in fatal crashes
• 62% of teenage passenger deaths
occur in vehicles driven by another
teenager.
• Nearly 1000 teens each day are treated
in an emergency room for injuries suffered in a motor vehicle crash.
• In 2012 Kentucky and Indiana were
2 of 6 states whose 16-17 year old
deaths increased by more than 5.

Driving Facts of Life:
Louisville.
Street Survival was founded in 2002 by the
BMW CCA Foundation with Sponsorship
from BMW of North America, Tire Rack,
and Liberty Mutual Insurance. In 2003 few
several schools were held. That number
increased to over 101 schools in 65 locations nationwide in 2013 with sponsorships
from Tire Rack.com, BMW, BMW CCA,
Michelin, and Enterprise. The schools are
facilitated by members of the BMW CCA,
Porsche Club of America, Sports Car Club
of America, Audi Club of North America,
and the National Corvette Museum. This
year the goal is 110 schools.

• Seatbelts do save lives - About 2/3 of
teens killed in auto accidents were not
wearing seat belts
• Over 1/2 of all occupant deaths in
accidents were not wearing seat belts.
• 62% of all accidents occur in urban
areas.

by: John Wilson

What occurs at Street Survival
Schools?
The Street Survival School is usually an 8
hour day.
The day is a mixture of classroom and incar exercises with a coach in the car at all
times with the student. They spend a total
of about 2 hours in 3 different classroom
sessions and the rest of the time they are in
their car. When driving, the student is put
though a collection of exercises based on
real world scenarios while driving their own
car. They work on skid control on a wet skid
pad, do lane change /accident avoidance
maneuvers, perform threshold breaking /
ABS exercises, and drive a slalom course
to learn about weight transfer. Where possible we do two wheels off exercise and a
tail gating exercise.
In the classroom they learn about proper
seating position and hand positions, mirror placement, the concept of the contact

• Motor vehicle accidents are the number 1 cause of deaths for teenagers.
• The chance of one crash in the first
three years of driving is 89.2 percent
• The chance of two crashes in the first
three years of driving is 52.5 percent
• 58% of teen drivers do crash within the
first 12 months driving solo.
• A 16-year-old is 20 times more likely to

Who InstructsThe coaches from various clubs have
years of experience having participated
and instructed at driver education schools
ranging from car control, winter driving or
high performance driving schools, many on
race tracks and enjoyed various disciplines
of auto racing, rallying or competitive
auto-crossing. All are volunteers. Tire Rack
Street Survival is not a speed event, but
these coaches have been exposed to all
levels of car control and have the ability to
communicate their experience in a manner
that gets through to teens. In addition the
coaches complete a certification course
that focuses on communication and instruction for teenagers as well as specific course
layout instruction and the goals of each
driving exercise.

The role of parents and adultsIf you have a teenager at home you may at
times feel that they don’t pay much attention
to you, but they do. What you know, communicate, and the example you set will
have a huge influence on your children.

Knowledge and communicationAs a parent and adult you should be aware
that driving is the most dangerous activity
you do on a daily basis.

Our own Bill Wade is National Program
Director for Street Survival in addition to
being Chairman of the BMW CCA’s
National Driving Events Committee.

So why is Street Survival so Important?
According to the National Safety
Council:

into the cab and close the door to show
how little the driver can see and how many
of the cars are not visible to the driver. We
also may explode an air bag to reinforce
what they learn in class about hand placement on the steering wheel.

• Are you aware that more people were
killed in traffic accidents between
1981 and 2012 than in all of the wars

• 60% of all FATAL accidents occur on
rural roads.
• Many rural roads are based on old
trails.
• Two lane roads offer limited run off
area and little room for recovery if you
drop a wheel off the road.
• 40% of all FATAL accidents on curves.

patch of their tires, the theories of weight
transfer, the use of long distance vision and
situational awareness. We talk about the
challenges of distractions to the driver, be it
the radio / I-pods or cell phones for talking
or texting or just the simple cause of too
many teens in the car. Where possible we
stage a semi-truck on site and park cars
around it to simulate highway driving. We
then have each student and all adults get

and incursions that the U.S. has been
involved in since the revolutionary war?
1,335,380 people killed in vehicle

accidents between 1981 and 2012.
Deaths from wars and incursions from
1776 to date - 1,321,612.
• 10% of all drivers under the age of 20
involved in fatal crashes were reported
as distracted at the time of the crash.
• Are aware that at a minimum you
should have a 10” distance between
the air bag cover and your chest when
seat is in the proper position to ensure
that you hit the airbag and the airbag
does not hit you?
• Are your hands in the correct 9 and 3
position on the steering wheel?

As a parent do you drive within the speed
limits? Do you use turn signals every time
they should be used? Do you tailgate?
Are you a distracted driver? Do you show a
little ROAD RAGE towards other drivers occasionally? Teens model what they see.

The personal benefitI personally fell more enjoyment from
instructing at Street Survival than much else
I do. I enjoy teens having coached them
in baseball and softball when my children
were in their teens.
• Are your mirrors set so you could see
a car passing you or do you see the
entire side of your car?
• Are you aware that in the 5 seconds
it takes for a quick text message a car
traveling 55 mph travels the distance
of a football field?
• Remind teens that driving has risks and
the more they retain from the training
and class instruction, the less risk they
will have of being in an accident.

Example adults set.
An interesting survey was recently completed
with teenagers in which they disclosed the
following about their parents• Nearly half of all teens had seen their
parents driving while talking with cell
phones in hand.
• 15% had seen a parent texting while
driving.
When you jump in the car in the morning,
do you check your tires, seat position and
mirrors?
Do you buckle your seat belt low on your
hips? Use your seat belt very time you drive
the car? Use the correct hand positions?

Children all are unique and all have talents.
It is fun to see what type of personality
the students you instruct will have at each
school. Teens are sometimes too aggressive; sometimes a little timid. Boys and girls
will often be different in communication
styles. But when you see their progress with
driving skills and the knowledge they gain
after a day spent with them, you know the
instruction has improved their odds of survival on the road. At the end of the day you
feel a real sense of accomplishment.
The only better feeling is the group of
parents and teens giving instructors and
helpers a standing ovation at the end of a
school. This occurred last year at the first
Street Survival School at the National Corvette Museum. This is not unique to only
this event.
Instructors and those assisting in the school
knew it had been a day very well spent.

Instruct if you have the experience.
Assist on the course if you can or
volunteer to do registration.
Volunteer to help reduce the number
of teen deaths and injuries.

For more Street Survival information contact Bill Wade:
bill.wade@streetsurvival.org or call him at 592.649.4871

Welcome New Members
Every issue we add the new BluegrassBimmers club members. Don’t forget to join the facebook page and to come to the social closest to your
specific area, its a great way to meet and get to know other members.

Welcome.

AUTOBAHN
BMW SERVICE

1403 Hugh Ave. Louisville, KY 40213

502.456.0472

“In memory of Dallas Tidwell”

Don’t forget the
Louisville/Lexington
Socials*.
Louisville Area:
2nd Wednesday of each month
BoomBozz Taphouse
1315 Herr Lane Louisville, KY 40222
Contact: Dan Miller

Lexington Area:
2nd Tuesday of each month

 arikka’s German Restaurant & Bier Stube
M
411 Southland Dr. Lexington, KY 40503
Contact: Chad Sledd
*All membership socials are “DutchTreat”.
If your location is not close to Lexington or Louisville and would
like to schedule a Social, contact our webmaster to set up a
time and location in your area, that way we can get the word
out on the website, facebook, email blast and in the newsletter.

BMW Car Club
of America
Bluegrass Bimmers

PO BOX 4575
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40204
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Minh Nguyen
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Sarah Simon Patches
Nicholas Smith
Dalton Teegarden
Riley Thompson
Molly Ward
David Dukes

Louisville
Louisville
Murray
Barbourville
Richmond
London
Bowling Green
Bowling Green
Bowling Green
Louisville
Bowling Green
Smiths Grove
Bowling Green
Morehead
Prospect
Hebron
Paris
Independence
Louisville
Lexington
Georgetown
Prospect
Prospect
Summer Shade
Floyds Knobs
Bowling Green
Georgetown
Bowling Green
Georgetown
Floyds Knobs
Owensboro
Floyds Knobs

